Room Hill Circuit
7.2 km 2 hours at 3.5 km/hr
170m ascent One good climb up onto Room Hill, then relatively easy going

From Spindrift Barn front door, turn left and walk up our drive, turn Left (L) after the cattle grid following the
bridlepath signs for Room Hill which lead you through the houses of Court Farm and through a wooden field gate
onto a farm track which is very easy to follow uphill, through several gates and across a sloping field with good views
out to the left to Dunkery beacon.

See also the old iron age hillfort of Roadcastle to the right of and closer than Dunkery.

When you pass through a gate and see in front of you a 3 finger
signpost saying permitted footpath straight ahead and
Bridleway Room Hill Right you turn R and follow with the
hedge on your right all the way up and out onto the moor, the
final gate is a horse friendly one with an unusual catch. Enjoy
views out to Winsford hill across to the Left and ahead.
Follow the main path to a blue bridleway sign for Nethercote,
which you follow Leftish along a well marked path to a 4 way
crossing of paths with a fingerpost. Turn L signposted for
Winsford(3.5miles) onto the smallest path which leads down
into a swampy valley and back up to a rowan tree with a
swollen trunk.
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You can avoid the wet ground by tracking R around the head of the little valley and keeping to the marsh grass,
rejoining the path at the Rowan tree. The path becomes a little hard to see but follow in a straightish line until you
reach an old “cultivator”machine.

A larger path joins from the R here and you turn L
onto it.
Great views to the L of Dunkery beacon in the
distance as you descend over the brow of the hill
past a blue topped post (ignore an unmarked path
going off to the L)
Follow a very clear wooded path all the way down
off the hill and then turn right to cross a small
stream.
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You will see a substantial footbridge ahead and can enjoy a paddle for hot feet and maybe a bit of a picnic here,
there is a ford for horses to cross the Exe.

Cross the bridge to a signpost for Winsford, (which makes for an interesting extension, with the Royal Oak pub and a
good tearoom where you can enjoy their gardens in the Summer.). You can take the route marked for Lyncombe
here, up and then L, but I prefer to turn sharp L along the river bank, which is a permissive footpath although it is not
marked from this end.

This is a good place to look for otters at dawn and dusk, and there is often
spraint to be found on the river bank.
Classically this is full of fishbones and doesn’t smell unpleasant.
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The path is clear, and level through the pasture until you pass through or over a shallow Exmoor planted bank

and it turns uphill to the R to rejoin the main bridlepath at two big trees, turn L onto the track which is very easy to
follow with the river below and on your left.
Stroll along the marked track until you pass into a field through two blue topped posts and drop down into
Lyncombe farmyard.
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This approach can be very wet and muddy……the middle of the track is actually the shallowest bit!
After the farm there is a fingerpost at the second gate on the Left signposted Exford….you want the footpath,( not
the bridleway which goes via StoneCross )

Pass through the gate and take the plank bridge onto a lovely path through the marsh grass of the watermeadow,
there are often Snipe and other waterbirds here. Dally at the ford which leads back to Roadcastle via permitted
footpath and enjoy Beech pool a little further round, there are usually fish in the river here which will nibble your
toes in the summer. Walk through the meadow with the river on your left but if the cows are out remember to have
your dog on a slip lead ready to release him if they are a nuisance…..they will leave you alone then and seem to
know that the dog will outrun them easily so don’t bother to chase it.
Pass through the narrow open gateway which is pretty muddy and wet with a stream just there and a yellow topped
post marking the way.

Follow the path up the hill and through the gate in the corner,
continue diagonally left up the hill pasture to leave the next field
through a fieldgate with a sign pointing back to Lyncombe, ¾ mile.
Turn L onto a good stony farm track leading straight downhill to Court
bridge, where you cross and turn Left for Spindrift Barn or turn Right
before the bridge and follow signs for Exford and the carpark and
pubs, shop or tearoom.
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